
first, gather your ingredients, just like making a cake so brown-straw,spelt hulls,sawdust and green-manure,lawn clippings,weeds,veges

place sticks and branches at the base for aeration then a straw layer lay out the dimensions of the heap with soil and straw 



loading up organic cow manure - the key ingredent an oblong shape will expose the whole heap to cosmic forces

squaring up the heap next a layer of 'green' materials - kitchen scraps, compost,egg shells



the 'green' layer can include small amounts of citrus, onions,even dead animals we used scraps from local fruit and vege shops and home compost collections

the process becomes apparent as you start to layer green and brown materials the heap takes shape with more layers of straw and manure



it is important to keep the heap moist throughout hydrated lime is added after the green layer to speed breakdown

all hands at the heap layering is critical to achieve a carbon to nitrogen ratio of 25 or 30 to 1



weeds can be added to the heap as heat will kill any seeds or active tubers have your materials ready to go and plenty of tools and wheelbarrows

another layer of organic manure goat and cow manure were our staples



ensure the sides are square as you build upwards the amount of green material will determine the size of your heap

the compost heap should be located in partial shade and face north-south rosie explained the role of the compost preparations over lunch



our heap will provide enough compost for the entire garden another manure layer and the heap is taking shape

steiner emphasised the cow's digestive system,its relationship to earth and cosmos after each layer square off the sides and patting down each layer



cow manure's C-N ratio is about 20 to 1, ours came from an organic dairy herd bernard keeps the growing pile true to form

celia explains the stirring method for biodynamic preparations the stirring process creates a vortex to dynamise the liquid



looks good enough to eat! another green layer a layer of straw 

pippa, louise and xanya stir the valerian prep a layer of goat manure



the heap maintains form as it gets higher more water

rosie with compost preparation contained in a ball of BD500 a crowbar or spade handle creates a hole through the compost layers



the ball of compost preparation is placed inside and covered up inserting another preparation and a final water for the heap

stirred valeriam liquid is poured into a hole and sprinkled over the top of the heap the heap gets it's valerian covering for warmth



xanya gives the pile a final sprinkle and blessing celia and rosie at the finished heap - a good day's work!


